
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
FORT WORTH DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

P. O. BOX 17300 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102-0300 

4 June 2021 

REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF INTEREST 
NUMBER W9126G-21-2-SOI-3684 

PROJECT TO BE INITIATED IN 2021  

Applicants must be a member in one of the Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Units (CESU): 
Hawaii/Pacific Islands 

Californian 

Project Title: Lualualei Protected Species Management 

Responses to this Request for Statements of Interest will be used to identify potential 
investigators for a project to be funded by Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH) which 
provides professional and technical support for its Natural Resources Program in order to 
facilitate successful implementation of the Sikes Act Improvement Act (SAIA)(16 USC 670 et 
seq.), and the Endangered Species Act (ESA)(16 USC 1531 et seq.). Approximately $594,127 is 
expected to be available to support this project.  Additional funding may be available for follow 
on work in subsequent fiscal years to the successful Recipient/Awardee.   

Background: 

The Commander, Navy Region Hawaii (CNRH), has developed Integrated Natural Resources 
Management Plans (INRMPs) for each installation in accordance with the Sikes Act.  CNRH 
amended its Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH) INRMP in June 2012 to have critical 
habitat removed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service from some areas of Lualualei Valley. The 
objectives of this work are to provide technical assistance to the JBPHH Natural Resources 
Program for implementing natural resources management associated with the June 2012 JBPHH 
INRMP Addendum. 

Type of Award: 

In accordance with section 6305 – Using cooperative agreements of the Federal Grant and 
Cooperative Agreements Act of 1977 (31 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq.), all CESU projects must 
carry out a public purpose of support or stimulation, instead of acquiring goods or services 
for the exclusive direct benefit of the United States Government. 

In accordance with section 6305 – Using cooperative agreements of the Federal Grant and 



Cooperative Agreements Act of 1977 (31 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq.), substantial involvement is 
expected between the federal partner and the nonfederal partner when carrying out the 
activities specified in the project agreement.  The exact nature of the government’s involvement 
will be defined in the statement of objectives, issued with a request for full proposal.   

As a result, it is anticipated that a cooperative agreement through the CESU program will be 
awarded. Such awards may be administered through a CESU only upon mutual agreement and 
official authorization by both parties of the acceptance of the application of the CESU Network 
IDC rate (17.5%).  

Note: Must be a non-federal partner in the CESU Unit to be qualified to be considered. 

Brief Description of Anticipated Work:  
This research focuses on the following objectives: 

1) Plant and Snail Management Plan and Implementation
2) Marsilea villosa Management Plan and Implementation
3) Expansion of fenced Management Units and ungulate control
4) Complete aerial surveys for feral goats and remove populations
5) Non-native plant removal within fenced Management Units
6) Address outplanting needs for threatened and endangered species to augment and stabilize

populations 
7) Conduct rat trapping in areas of outplanting
8) Install and maintain two Remote Autonomous Weather Stations (RAWS)

Period of Performance.  The base year of agreement will extend one year from award.  Four 
option periods extending for one year are anticipated pending funds. 

Materials Requested for Statement of Interest/Qualifications: 

Please provide the following via e-mail attachment to:  

Sandra.justman@usace.army.mil  
and  
kathy.s.mitchell@usace.army.mil 

(Maximum length: 2 pages, single-spaced 12 pt. font). 
1. Name, Organization, Cage Code, Duns number, and Contact Information
2. Brief Statement of Qualifications (including):

a. Biographical Sketch,
b. Relevant past projects and clients with brief descriptions of these projects,



c. Staff, faculty or students available to work on this project and their areas of expertise,
d. Any brief description of capabilities to successfully complete the project you may wish
to add (e.g. equipment, laboratory facilities, greenhouse facilities, field facilities, etc.).

Note: A full study proposal and proposed budget are NOT requested at this time. 

Review of Statements Received:  All statements of interest received will be evaluated by a 
board comprised of one or more people at the receiving installation or activity, who will 
determine which statement(s) best meet the program objectives.  Based on a review of the 
Statements of Interest received, an investigator or investigators will be invited to prepare a full 
study proposal.  Statements will be evaluated based on the investigator’s specific experience 
and capabilities in areas related to the study requirements.   

Please send responses or direct questions to: 

Sandra Justman 
Grants Specialist  
USACE Ft. Worth District  
sandra.justman@usace.army.mil 
Office: (817) 886-1073  

And 

Kathy Mitchell 
Project Manager  
USACE Ft. Worth District  
Kathy.s.mitchell@usace.army.mil 
Office: (817) 886-1709 

Timeline for Review of Statements of Interest:  The RSOI is required to be posted for at least 
30 days prior to the Government making a decision and requesting full proposals.  Responses 
due by 3 July 2021.  

[End of RSOI]
[SOO information below]



STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 
for 

Lualualei Protected Species Management 
for  

NAVFAC HAWAII NATRUAL RESOURCES PROGRAM, JOINT BASE PEARL 
HARBOR-HICKAM, OAHU, HAWAII   

Revised 2 June 2021 

1.0 PURPOSE 

1.1 The Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH) environmental program ensures 
military mission activities are conducted in compliance with all applicable environmental 
laws, regulations, and policies.  Article I B of the master agreement states the objectives 
of the CESU are to: provide research, technical assistance and education to federal land 
management, environmental and  research agencies and their potential partners; develop a 
program of research, technical assistance and education that involves the biological, 
physical, social sciences needed to address resource issues and interdisciplinary problem-
solving at multiple scales and in an ecosystem context at the local, regional, and national 
level; and place special emphasis on the working collaboration among federal agencies 
and universities and their related partner institutions.   

1.2 The work shall involve establishing a management program for protected species 
in Lualualei Annex in fulfillment of the JBPHH INRMP. 

2.0 AUTHORITY 

2.1 In agreement with the above stated goals, the recipient/cooperator agrees to 
provide the necessary personnel, equipment, and materials required to implement, in part, 
the JBPHH responsibilities pursuant to the Sikes Act Improvement Act (16 USC 670 et 
seq.).   In addition, work completed under this effort must be carried out in a manner 
conducive to the Endangered Species Act (16 USC 1531 et seq.), and the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act (16 USC 1361 et seq.) and other DOD or local regulatory mandates.  

2.2 In accordance with section 6305 – Using cooperative agreements of the Federal 
Grant and Cooperative Agreements Act of 1977 (31 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq.), all CESU 
projects must carry out a public purpose of support or stimulation, instead of acquiring 
goods or services for the exclusive direct benefit of the United States Government. 
Examples of carrying out a public purpose may include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

 Project results/outputs add to the knowledge base, with applicability and
utility beyond the scope of the project footprint/study area

 Students benefit from direct interaction with federal scientists, program and
technical staff, and field unit managers



2.3         In accordance with section 6305 – Using cooperative agreements of the Federal 
Grant and Cooperative Agreements Act of 1977 (31 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq.), substantial 
involvement is expected between the Department of Defense and the recipient when 
carrying out the activity contemplated by the cooperative agreement.  The DoD agrees to 
participate at a national level in support of the CESU program as accepted in the Master 
MOU for the establishment and continuation of the CESU program Article II 1-4 and 
Article VI 1-7.   
 
The installation further (hence DoD) agrees to provide substantial involvement as directed under 
Article II (A) Hawaii-Pacific Islands CESU Master Agreement # W9126G-14-2-0017to 
include, but are not limited to, the following:  

 JBPHH NR Specialist is involved in site approval processes, designing 
methodology, troubleshooting/coordinating with the installation and tenant 
commands, and/or reviewing project reports 

 JBPHH NR Specialist actively participates and collaborates in carrying out 
the project plan of work, reviews and approves activities,  

 JBPHH  incurs in-kind or direct expenditures in carrying out the activities 
specified in the project agreement. Examples include, but are not limited to, 
the following: 

 Providing staff time to attend meetings 
 Providing staff time to participate in some field work 
 Providing staff time to work on the project/review documents and 

reports 
 Providing staff time to coordinate with other Federal agencies 

 
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTIVES 
 

3.1 Task 1: Plant and Snail Management Plan and Implementation 
Review and update existing Plant and Snail Management Plan during base year. 
Implementation of monitoring and management plan for all threatened and 
endangered, rare, and other plant species of concern within Navy property in 
Lualualei Annex during base and option years through surveys, documenting 
numbers, and locations of plant species. Specific management actions for areas 
and sites where plants occur include but are not limited to (pending completion of 
final plan): 1) Plant population monitoring; 2) mapping; 3) watering; and 4) 
maintaining a firebreak. Specific management actions for areas and sites where 
snails occur include but are not limited to (pending completion of final plan): 1) 
hand removal of predatory Euglandina snails and other predators such as 
chameleons and flatworms; 2) weed removal and removal alien/invasive trees; 3) 
snail population monitoring; 4) laboratory rearing activities if necessary and 
transplantation to protected snail habitats in the Waianae Mountains.  
 
3.1.1 Quarterly reports shall show progress on this task by updating progress on 
the Plant and Snail Management Plan, include updated status of plant populations 
monitored and updated maps when relevant. 
 



3.1.2 In lieu of an annual report for this task, the Plant and Snail Management 
Plan shall be updated with current maps and population monitoring notes from the 
year.  

3.2 Task 2: Marsilea villosa Management Plan and Implementation 
Create a Marsilea villosa Management Plan during base year and implement 
during option years through surveys, documenting numbers, and locations of plant 
species. 

3.2.1 Quarterly reports shall show progress on this task by updating progress on 
the Marsilea Villosa Management Plan, include relevant notes on plant 
populations monitored and updated maps, if any. 

3.2.2 In lieu of an annual report for this task, the Marsilea villosa Management 
Plan shall be updated with current maps and population monitoring notes from the 
year.  

3.3 Task 3: Expansion of fenced Management Units and ungulate control 
Install ungulate fencing along the prescribed fence line boundaries specified in the 
June 2013 Ungulate Fencing and Management Plan for Lualualei Valley, Oahu, 
Hawaii, and control for ungulates. 

3.3.1 All fencing is intended to exclude feral pigs and goats and the following 
specifications will be necessary to ensure that animals cannot gain entry into the 
fenced area after installation. 

3.3.2 Fences will be 50” high, 16’ long combination panels using four-gauge class 
III hot dipped steel. Panel fences will be used for this project instead of hog-wire 
because hog wire typically has higher maintenance costs are more susceptible to 
damage. (Sixteen-foot span panels have been proven to be ungulate proof against 
ungulates present in the Wai‘anae mountains and considered to be the industry 
standard.) 

3.3.3 Fence panels will be hot dipped galvanized steel 50 inches high by 16-foot-
long combination panels, quarter inch in diameter (four gauge) with graduated 
spacing. Panels will be attached to pounded T-posts using nine-gauge smooth 
wire. At each T-post the panel shall be attached at a minimum of four places; one 
along the top horizontal, one along the bottom horizontal, and two places evenly 
spaced in between. Fence panels shall be flush along the ground to prevent 
animals from digging or squeezing underneath. In situations where the ground is 
uneven, the ground must first be graded to accommodate the fence panel. In event 
that grading is not enough or not practical, fence panels can be cut to 
accommodate the shape of the terrain. Successive panels shall be attached using 
hog rings. When attaching two successive panels, a minimum overlap of one 
column, and ideally two columns of squares must occur to ensure that flex in the 



fence is minimized. Adjoining panels must also align and be hog-ringed along the 
vertical (not the horizontal) axis. Securing adjoining panels along overlapping 
vertical axes is the only way to avoid slippage between adjacent panels and is the 
only acceptable method for connecting panels. A minimum of eight hog rings 
shall be used to connect adjoining panels; one shall be used at each of the four 
corners where the two panels overlap, and the other four shall be used at 
additional areas as needed. Panels may be bent to accommodate slight changes in 
angle of the fence line, however, when sharp angles are encountered (60 degrees 
or more) panels shall be cut and opposing verticals of the two panels shall be 
interlaced and bent back on themselves. 

3.3.4 T-Posts will be spaced no more than eight feet apart and closer when terrain 
dictates. At each change in angle of the fence line greater than 30 degrees, three 
posts shall be used to create the corner. One post shall be driven at the vertex of 
the angle and two posts shall be driven four feet from either side of the vertex 
post. Posts shall be driven into the ground to withstand 75 pounds vertical pull 
and any horizontal force that would cause the posts to be uprooted prior to being 
bent. The T-posts shall be driven by use of a tubular post driver or driving cap in a 
manner that will prevent damage to the T-post; a Post-mate type driver that 
attaches around the T-post may also be used. Standing trees or snags shall not be 
used as fence posts. T-posts shall be driven perpendicular to the slope of the 
terrain so that the height of the fence is not compromised over steep terrain 
sections. 

3.3.5  Skirting is not anticipated to be required frequently, but there may be some 
sections encountered where the soil is loose, where the fence line cuts across 
potential wash out areas and where the fence is built perpendicular to steep grades 
in excess of 20 degrees where it is necessary. If skirting is used, hog rings shall be 
used to secure it to the bottom of the panel fence as described above. 

3.3.6 Step-overs and stream crossings.  The planned fence lines are not 
anticipated to cross any known streambeds. If a stream is crossed, aprons shall be 
used along the base of the waterways if heavy water flows and/or significant 
amounts of debris are anticipated to be crossing the area. Several step-overs will 
be needed along each fence line. Where the fence follows a trail (such as along 
summit ridges), the fence shall be built in such a way that does not block access to 
hikers (i.e., situated on one side of the trail or another, but not in the middle). 

3.3.7 Site preparation considerations.  All the fence implementation plans will 
require various amounts of clearing in order to provide an unobstructed corridor 
and specific site preparation needs are discussed below. The corridor cleared shall 
be no less than four feet and no wider than eight feet to prevent overhanging 
vegetation from damaging the fence and to prevent feral animals from using 
vegetation to jump into the enclosures. Any platform (rock, stump etc.) on the 
outside of the fence more than a foot high shall be moved to prevent animals from 
using it to jump inside an enclosure. In instances were rocks or other features that 



could provide purchase for animals to jump over the fence are found and cannot 
be moved, the fence alignment shall be adjusted.  Likewise, all T-posts must be 
pounded perpendicular to the slope to ensure that fence height is not 
compromised. When panels are placed along uneven terrain, all efforts must be 
made to first create even terrain by grading the ground to fit the panel. If this is 
not possible or if large immovable objects cannot be avoided along the path of the 
fence, such as large boulders, then the fence panel may be cut to fit the shape of 
the terrain. All three sites contain features that may potentially need to be avoided 
and may or may not be currently marked- including archaeological sites, 
munitions bunkers, and occurrences of listed species. The fence alignments 
described below avoid these features that are currently known, but this may 
change between the finalization of this report and the installation of the fences. 
Immediately prior to installing, plant and snail surveys of the precise fence lines 
will need to be conducted and individual plants/snails flagged to be avoided 
during the installation process. 
 
3.3.8 Begin eradication of ungulates from within the fenced area and around the 
fenced area immediately following fence installation using a combination of 
ground-based hunting, aerial shooting, and snaring. Virtually all ungulates can 
likely be removed with ground hunting techniques, however, if necessary, a 
combination of ground hunting, snaring, aerial hunting, and Judas goats may be 
required. These techniques are described in the June 2013 Ungulate Fencing and 
Management Plan for Lualualei Valley, Oahu Final Report. 

 
3.3.9 Fence Maintenance. All existing fences will be physically inspected on a 
regular basis. Inspection shall be at least quarterly, but some fences may require 
monthly inspections if breaches are occurring on a regular basis. Site specific 
recommendations are described in the June 2013 Ungulate Fencing and 
Management Plan for Lualualei Valley, Oahu Final Report.   
 
3.3.10 Quarterly reports shall include updates on progress of fencing projects, 
ungulate control effort, fence maintenance effort and any difficulties encountered. 
 
3.3.11 Annual reports shall include updated GIS maps of fenced Management 
Units as well as a compiled report of accomplishments. 
 

 
 3.4  Task 4: Complete aerial surveys for feral goats and remove populations 

Conduct bi-annual aerial surveys for feral goats and use adaptive management to 
remove identified populations using a combination of ground-based hunting, 
aerial shooting, and snaring. Virtually all ungulates can likely be removed with 
ground hunting techniques, however, if necessary, a combination of ground 
hunting, snaring, aerial hunting, and Judas goats may be required. These 
techniques are described in the June 2013 Ungulate Fencing and Management 
Plan for Lualualei Valley, Oahu Final Report. 
 



3.4.1 Quarterly and Annual reports shall include description of, and GIS locations 
of feral goat populations observed and controlled. 

  
 3.5 Task 5: Non-native plant removal within fenced Management Units.  

Specific management actions shall take place quarterly for areas and sites where 
plants occur include but are not limited to: 1) Plant habitat 
restoration/improvement by weed/invasive plant removal and/or other 
modifications 2) alien/invasive insect and/or slug and snail control; 3)herbicide 
use; and 4) fire management. 
 
3.5.1 Quarterly and Annual reports shall include maps showing weed control 
effort, crew hours and amount of herbicide used.  
 

 3.6 Task 6: Fulfill outplanting needs for threatened and endangered species to 
 augment and stabilize populations.  

Follow protocols outlined in the Snail and Plant Management Plan for each 
species. As described and as available, collect seeds from native plants for storage 
or rearing in greenhouse. Maintain seedlings using proper storage methods until 
ready to outplant. Outplant seedlings based on permission, availability, and health 
of each sapling. Federally listed endangered, threatened or candidate listed plant 
species must first be approved by the Navy before being outplanted. All required 
federal permits must be obtained by the recipient/cooperator to work with any 
federal endangered or threatened plants. Outplantings shall only be in areas pre-
designated by the Navy. All biosecurity measures shall be observed to ensure 
plants do not vector unwanted weeds or insect pests into natural areas.  
 
3.6.1 Quarterly and annual reports shall include outplanting date, location, crew 
hours, number of outplants and maps showing location. 
 

3.7 Task 7: Conduct Rat trapping in areas of outplanting 
Protect outplanted seeds and seedlings from herbivory by rodents with a 
trapping/baiting program. Approximately 40 Goodnature A24 repeater traps are 
currently placed in proximity to the plants which can benefit from protection. The 
traps will need to be checked and cleaned quarterly. Tracking tunnels shall be 
used to show presence of rats. 
 
3.7.1 Quarterly and annual reports shall include number and condition of traps, 
map showing trap and tunnel locations and discussion of tunnel trap findings. 
 

3.8  Task 8: Install and maintain two ‘Remote Autonomous Weather Stations’ 
(RAWS).  

Determine two locations to install RAWS which will provide representative 
climate data for areas where outplanting occurs. Areas for the RAWS must be 
approved by the Navy prior to installation of the RAWS. RAWS shall be installed 
and maintained during the duration of the period of performance according to 
manufacturer specifications. 



3.8.1 Quarterly and annual reports shall include climate data from RAWS as well 
as a map showing their locations. 

4.0      QUALIFICATIONS 

4.1 Any persons applying chemical pesticides (herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, 
rodenticides must be certified in the appropriate State of Hawaii pesticide applicator 
category in accordance with DOD pesticide application requirements. 

4.2 The qualified candidates will: have an undergraduate degree in wildlife biology, 
natural resources management, or similar field, from an accredited university; be 
physically able and willing to carry out organized field work under rigorous physical 
conditions; have basic knowledge of flora and fauna in Hawaii; have strong oral and 

written communication skills; and be able to obtain a security clearance for 
unescorted access on base. 

4.3 Graduate degree, or specialized work or other experience applicable to JBPHH is 
desirable but not required. 

5.0 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MATERIALS OR PROPERTY 

5.1 Physical Data:  Wildland Fire Management Report and INRMP will be provided upon 
request. 

5.2 Facility: The government will not provide facilities for the recipient/coordinator. The 
recipient/cooperator will work out of its own facilities. 

5.3 Equipment: Government furnished materials or property is governed by 2 C.F.R. Part 
200.312 which states that a) Title to federally owned property remains vested in the 
Federal government.  The non-Federal entity must submit annually an inventory listing of 
federally owned property in its custody to the Federal awarding agency. Upon completion 
of the Federal award or when the property is no longer needed, the non-Federal entity 
must return the property to the Federal awarding agency for further Federal agency 
utilization. 

6.0 OPTIONS 

6.1 Four (4) option periods after base year 

7.0 PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 

7.1 Period of performance base year is 12 months from date of award. Kick off 
meeting will take place within one week of award. 

7.2 Four Option periods are 12 months each with award subject to availability of 
funds. 



 
 

8.0 COORDINATION 
USACE Lead:  
Kathy Mitchell 
Environmental Resources Specialist 
US Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District 
Corps of Engineers Regional Planning and Environmental Center 
819 Taylor Street, Rm 3A12 
Fort Worth, TX  76102-0300 
Ph:  817-886-1709     
email: kathy.s.mitchell@usace.army.mil    
 
 
Installation POC: 
Navy Technical Representative: 
Ashley Noel Dunn 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Hawaii (NAVFAC HI) 
Natural Resources Management Specialist 
400 Marshall Road, Bldg 55 
Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii 96860-3134 
Phone:  808-474-0125 
Email:  ashley.n.dunn@navy.mil  
 

9.0       DELIVERABLES 
 
10.1   Progress Reports - One (1) typed letter report describing progress on the project.  
The report shall be due as of the last day of the third month (quarterly) and shall be 
transmitted via electronic mail, facsimile, or regular mail no later than the 10th calendar 
day following the end of the reporting period.  Invoices for partial payment shall be 
submitted to coincide with receipt of the monthly progress reports. No partial payment 
will be approved unless the government has received all progress reports which are due. 
 

10.2   Annual Inventory – Federally owned property - an annual inventory listing Federal 
property (to include description of the property, a serial number or other identification 
number) that is in the custody of the recipient; Copies to be sent to USACE – SWF and 
the JBPHH NR Specialist. 
 
10.3  Annual Inventory – Acquired Property purchased with funding from award -  
property records must be maintained that includes description of the property, serial 
number or other identification number, source of funding, who holds title, acquisition 
date, cost of property, percentage of Federal participation in project costs, location, use 
and condition of property, and ultimate disposition including date of disposal and sale 
price.  A physical inventory must be taken, and results reconciled every two years.  
Copies of the inventory to be sent annually to USACE – SWF and the JBPHH NR 
Specialist. 
 



10.4   Annual Report (if the project is longer than one year). One (1) paper copy of an 
annual report shall be submitted no later than one month before end of each year. At a 
minimum, the report shall contain an introduction section, and one section for each Task 
identified in your proposal.  For each Task, the report shall summarize work 
accomplished for the Task. JBPHH NR Specialist will review and provide comments, if 
any, within fifteen (15) calendar days after receipt. 
 

10.5   Draft Final Project Report. One (1) paper copy of a draft final report shall be 
submitted no later than one month before end of the project. At a minimum, the report 
shall contain an introduction section, and one section for each Task identified in your 
proposal.  For each Task, the report shall summarize work accomplished for the Task. 
JBPHH NR Specialist staff will review and provide comments, if any, within fifteen (15) 
calendar days after receipt. 
 
10.6   Final Project Report. One (1) paper copy of the final report, incorporating JBPHH 
NR Specialist review comments on the draft, if any, shall be submitted no later than 
fifteen (15) days after receipt of the JBPHH NR Specialist comments. Additionally, one 
(1) copy of the final report shall be submitted in a MSWord file(s), on digital media. 

   
10.7 Snail and Plant Management Plan Draft. One (1) paper copy of an updated draft 
Snail and Plant Management shall be submitted no later than 6 months after contract 
award date. At a minimum, the report shall contain an introduction section, a section for 
each threatened, endangered and species of concern plant species which outlines: 
distribution in Lualualei (in map form), description of the plant, description of habitat, 
population history, management history, current population status, reasons for decline, 
conservation measures, needed stabilization actions and a table with a monitoring 
schedule. JBPHH NR Specialist will review and provide comments, if any, within thirty 
(30) calendar days after receipt. 
 
10.8 Final Plant and Snail Management Plan. One (1) paper copy of the final Plant and 
Snail Management Plan Report, incorporating JBPHH NR Specialist review comments 
on the draft, if any, shall be submitted no later than thirty (30) days after receipt of the 
JBPHH NR Specialist comments. Additionally, one (1) copy of the final report shall be 
submitted in a MSWord file(S), on digital media. 
 
10.9  Marsilea villosa Management Plan Draft. One (1) paper copy of a draft Marsilea 
villosa Management Plan shall be submitted no later than 3 months after contract award 
date. At a minimum, the report shall contain an introduction section, distribution in 
Lualualei (in map form), description of the plant, description of habitat, population 
history, management history, current population status, reasons for decline, conservation 
measures, needed stabilization actions and a table with a monitoring schedule. This report 
shall also incorporate management actions advised in the dissertation ‘Conservation of 
the endangered Hawaiian Fern ‘ihi’ihilauakea (Marsilea villosa): A synthesis of 
experimental restoration, community ecology and population genetics’ by Marian Chau. 
JBPHH NR Specialist will review and provide comments, if any, within fifteen (15) 
calendar days after receipt. 



 
10.10  Final Marsilea villosa Management Plan. One (1) paper copy of the final Plant 
and Snail Management Plan Report, incorporating JBPHH NR Specialist review 
comments on the draft, if any, shall be submitted no later than thirty (30) days after 
receipt of the JBPHH NR specialist comments. Additionally, one (1) copy of the final 
report shall be submitted in a MSWord file(S) on digital media.  
 
10.11 GIS Deliverables Digital geographic maps and the related vector data sets shall be 
delivered in a personal geo-database format that is Microsoft SQL Server-compatible 
using ArcGIS 10.5.1 or higher and must be importable to a Microsoft SQ Server 
geodatabase using ArcGIS Server 10.5.1 or higher.  ArcInfo, ArcGIS, and ArcSDE are 
geographic information software applications produced by the Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI) of Redlands, California 
 

11.0 This cooperative agreement may be administered through a CESU only upon mutual 
agreement and official authorization by both parties of the acceptance of the application 
of the CESU Network IDC rate (17.5%). 

 
Any resulting cooperative agreement will be subject to and recipient/cooperator shall 
comply with 2 CFR 200.313 “Equipment”, 200.314 “Supplies”, and 200.315 “Intangible 
Property” which includes use of research data.  
 
[End of SOO] 


